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DEIRDRE BLACKBURN 

Deirdre is an experimental artist who loves to capture light and colour.  Her paintings are 

inspired by her surroundings both at home and abroad, and has recently used these 

inspirations to create looser more abstract artwork, while capturing the atmosphere and 

emotion of the moment.  Deirdre produces a wide range of work using a variety of media, 

and sometimes uses texture in her creations. 

A largely self taught artist, Deirdre has in past years received training from local 

professional artists. She has organised and exhibited in the Creative Oundle International 

Festival exhibitions since 2018. 

Contact: deirdreblackburn@aol.com 

01780470449 

DAVID TOWNSHEND  

I create abstract and impressionist landscape and garden images using the camera as my 

tool. My inspiration comes from the world around me, natural and man-made.  My images 

interpret light and colours, shapes and patterns.  They convey my individual perspective 

on places, be they grand views or intimate details, iconic subjects or mundane objects.   

I use multiple exposure and camera movement techniques, combined with blending 

modes, to create my images.  I combine elements present at that location at that time on 

that day to create a sense of place. 

Through impressionist photography I can present a different take on the world around 

me, producing unique images that sometimes challenge you the viewer, inviting you to 

pause and explore.  The results I hope are striking, intriguing and sometimes enigmatic, 

like a half- recalled memory tantalisingly just out of reach. 

I have held solo exhibitions at the Yarrow Gallery and Cley, Norfolk. 

SUZANNE TOWNSHEND  Handweaver 

Suzanne creates handwoven pieces including scarves, cushions and blankets. She creates 

her own designs, working with colour and natural fibres. By pushing the boundaries of 

weave structures and natural fibres she seeks novel outcomes and textures. 

Suzanne has been weaving seriously for almost 10 years since completing a Diploma in 

Handweaving through the London based Handweavers Studio and Gallery in 2013. 



Environmental concerns drive her practice, informed by her career in nature conservation 

and ecology. She takes inspiration from the natural world working mainly with natural 

fibres including linen and wool. 

Final pieces are created by Suzanne on a 32 shaft Louett Megado computer dobby loom, 

after sampling on a small table loom. 

Suzanne has exhibited at Handweavers Studio and Gallery, at the Alexandra Palace 

Knitting and Stitching show and with the Cambridge Guild of Weavers Spinners and 

Dyers, and takes part in local Artists Open Studios events. 

KEITH CHAMBERS 

I was born in Yorkshire, for as long as I can remember I've drawn and painted. I enjoyed a 

career in electronic design engineering, now retried, I paint full-time. Today, I’m a digital 

artist, painting on a computer instead of with oils.  

My art differs from a lot of other digital artists in that everything you see is hand painted 

in a digital media, I do not use photographs, models or animations. I like to think my art 

is born from a world of imagination, colour, detail, vibrancy and passion. My subjects are 

endless:  birds, portraits, landscapes, animals, space, abstract. I love them all, I hope you 

like them too. 

web site cloudberryfinearts.co.uk 

Facebook cloudberryfinearts 

Instagram cloudberryfinearts 

ALYSSA ROBINSON 

Trained as a geologist and cartographer, I have come late to the art world. 

Surrounded by makers and menders as a child, textiles have been a part of my life 

for as long as I can recall – making clothes and other practical things. 

Embroidery and textile decoration really took hold whilst working on City & Guilds 

qualifications – which I taught to diploma level after gaining the qualification myself. 

I particularly enjoy creating embroidered pieces using free machine stitching on my 

trusty domestic sewing machine – no scanned or pre-programmed designs for me, 

it’s all hand-guided with the glorious bumps, wiggles and variety that entails! 

My designs generally start on paper with a pencil – drawing from nature or from my 

own photographs. Trusty tracing paper often employed to help simplify, repeat and 

tessellate. Landscape, wildlife and architecture are never far away. 

http://cloudberryfinearts.co.uk/


The fabric I use is generally recycled or re-purposed – the machine threads chosen 

from my collection for their colour and texture – often blending two together for subtle 

colour changes. 

TERESA WILLIAMS 

I create multi-layered stories with photography at their core; playfully reimagining and 

exploring the ordinary. Sometimes my work combines digital with analog collage; I call 

this technique digillage. 

With an MA in Photography (2019), I’ve been selected to exhibit in the UK and 

internationally, including at the #EveryDayDoraMaar UNIQLO Tates Lates display at Tate 

Modern in January 2020. My series ‘Not many people here yet’ was selected for Photo 

Oxford 2021 and the London Lighthouse Gallery’s spring exhibition 2022, as well as 

Photograd Zine. 

As a qualified teacher I’ve led workshops online and in schools. 

Instagram @teresa_williams__ 

Website https://teresawilliamsphotography.com 

CAROL JACOBS – CERAMICS DESIGNER / MAKER / EDUCATOR 

Based at Burns Street Studios, Northampton. NN1 3QE 

As an educator I have gained 38 years’ experience of teaching in Secondary, 

Further, Adult, Offender and SEN establishments delivering 2D and 3D art and 

design subjects specializing in ceramics working on both recreational and 



accredited courses. As a ceramic designer maker I produce hand built, slip 

caste and thrown Nature Inspired Vessel forms often working on botanical 

themes where both functional and visual elements are considered equally and 

multiples and movement often occur. 

Available for tutoring, workshops, demonstrations, residencies, commissions, 

exhibitions. 

Carol Jacobs MACD 

07870310694 

cjacobsdesign@aol.com 


